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HAIRDAYS : CURLY - ENHANCES THE CURLS
HAIRDAYS: CURLY - esalta i ricci

 -  SCRUNCH  - Provides flexibility activator of curls and definition to naturally curly or
permed hair. It increases the volume and shine while fixing them softly. Reduces the
effects of static and eliminates frizz. Fixing (3).
packaging: bottles of 150 and 500 ml. 

 -  SATIN FINISH  - High Definition curly hair wax -based formula of water to hydrate the
hair. It defines and draws curly hair in a perfect way, with a beautiful wet look. Hydrates
and softens while providing shine and texture to the hair. Screws (2).
Package : 75 ml jar. 

 -  TWIST MOUSSE  - Controls and defines curls and gives more light and movement.
Once dry gives the hair a naturally shiny. Factor seal (7).
packaging: bottles of 50 and 400 ml. 

 -  HAIRDAYS : VOLUME  - volume and body 

  - VOLUME EXPAND MOUSSE EXTRA  - volume mousse extra- tight flexible. Donate
body, force and volume to thin hair. Ideal for any type of hairstyle. Hold factor 8.
packaging: bottle of 400 ml, 50 ml mini size. 

 -  SUBSTANCE UP  - concentrated volumizing and disciplining. Gives body and volume,
especially to fine hair. Regenerates and nourishes the hair fiber giving definition and
control to the hair. Extreme comb. Hold factor 4.
Container: 150 ml resale, professional 500 ml. 

 -  BUMP UP  - Ideal for blow drying volumizing spray. Volumizes roots. Increase the
volume of thin and fragile hair. Detangling effect. It gives a soft and durable fastening,
bringing shine to the hair. Protects from the heat of the dryer. Hold factor 4.
Package included: no gas spray can 200 ml. 

 -  FINALIZER  - Gives a soft lacquer spray attachment strap fastening without weighing
down the hair. Fast-drying lacquer. Medium hold and soft. Protect from moisture. Reduces
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the effects of static electricity. Hold factor 6.
packaging: bottle of 500 ml. 
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